Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:
   I know how to speak Hindi but I don't know how to write it that much.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:
   I liked doing the calendar project the best. I also think that the last day will also be very fun.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:
   The least fun thing was doing the end of year test.

4. How Hindi class can be made better:
   By having more projects and changing the activities in the workbook and textbook.

5. Do you want to go to the next Level?
   Yes! It is very fun.

Thank you!  

धन्यवाद!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:
   To learn Hindi.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:
   Doing word searches.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:
   Reading

4. How Hindi class can be made better:
   They can give more word searches.

5. Do you want to go to the next Level?
   Yes! Of course I would want
   to go to the next level. धन्यवाद!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:
   To learn Hindi.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:
   When someone read a sentence that made no sense.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:
   This test

4. How Hindi class can be made better:
   Don't give out this test or homework.

5. Do you want to do Hindi in the Highschool?
   Of course!

Thank you!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is: to improve my hindi reading & writing.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class: Making the calendar and getting a prize with 25 tickets.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class: Lots of homework!

4. How Hindi class can be made better: The course should cover a variety of things; shouldn't repeat various times.

5. Do you want to do Hindi in the Highschool? YES

Thank you!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:
   I'm in Hindi class because I want to learn Hindi.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:
   Learning the poem for the recital for Hindi class was most fun.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:
   Least fun during Hindi class was the sentence making portion.

4. How Hindi class can be made better:
   Hindi class can be made better by making it more fun.

5. Do you want to do Hindi in the Highschool?
   I don't know.

Thank you!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:
   so that when I go to India,
   I can talk to and understand people

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:
   playing bingo

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:
   homework

4. How Hindi class can be made better:
   we should play more games

5. Do you want to go to the next Level?
   Yes

Thank you!

बध्यवाद!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:
   My dad cannot teach me Hindi at home.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:
   Doing "Bingo" with Hindi words.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:
   Doing the test.

4. How Hindi class can be made better:
   If we could read more.

5. Do you want to go to the next Level?
   Yes!

Thank you!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:
   I enjoyed levels 1 to 3 last year and wanted to learn more Hindi.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:
   Enjoying the reading and translation.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:
   Making Hindi words from letters and
   sentences.

4. How Hindi class can be made better:
   We should read and write more Hindi
   stories.

5. Do you want to go to the next Level?
   Yes!

Thank you!
Feedback

1. The reason I am in Hindi class is:

   to learn Hindi.

2. This was most fun during Hindi class:

   The crosswords.

3. This was least fun during Hindi class:

   reading stories

4. How Hindi class can be made better:

   more interesting games.

5. Do you want to go to the next Level?

   Yes

   Thank you!